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A View from the Chair

out by Peter Neaverson in 1984 on the impact
on the urban environment with the arrival of
the GCR in Leicester.

Chris Hossack
Last Autumn we suggested that we would
produce four issues of the newsletter this year
in order to better stay in touch with our
membership. However, Bill Pemberton,
treasurer, membership secretary and Zoom
master in chief has been producing frequent
updates of events which are happening, mostly
on Zoom which we can all enjoy mostly free or
for a small charge. I particularly enjoyed Ned
Newitt’s talk about the Slums of Leicester given
to the Secular Society, Mark Temple’s talk
about Vanishing Windmills of Leicestershire,
subtitled ‘Gone with the Wind’, as well as Dr
Bridget Towle, president of the Lit and Phil
Society speaking about the Rise and Fall of the
Hosiery Industry in Leicester.

With the Thomas Cook archive now at ROLLR
and hopes of having a lecture soon on the
subject once the huge amount of material has
been sifted through, an interesting twist to the
tale is revealed as to what constituted the first
railway excursion.
The Moira Furnace will be familiar to many of
you and Chris Tasker poses a question about its
relationship to the Butterley furnace built 13
years before.
Due to Covid, very little work has been allowed
over the last few months at the dig site at
Swannington and fingers crossed, we hope to
be back on site in April. As in 2020, we will not
be opening the Glenfield Tunnel this year. It is
tempting to think we could do something in
September for the Heritage Days, but a narrow
tunnel is not a good place for social distancing,
and we will just maintain the entrance area and
hope for better times in 2022.

Our own LIHS Zoom talks have been
increasingly well attended: Bill Pemberton on
Southern African Railways, Chas Bishop from
the Space Centre, pre-Mars landing, indicated
the very exciting future for Space Technology
here in Leicester, Prof Marilyn Palmer on the
technology that was used in the country houses
of Britain; Kieran Lee on the Bennerley Viaduct
and Malcolm Riddle on the GCR.

Welcome to three new members who have
joined recently, Matt Davis from Syston who is
making videos of railways, Stuart McCullouch,
born in Leicester with many family links to the
Leicester industrial scene now living in Solihull,
and Martin Green, chair of Warwickshire
Industrial Archaeology. It is so good with Zoom
that although we cannot meet in person, we
can still enjoy lectures from anywhere in the
world. I am a member of Somerset Industrial
Archaeology Society and enjoyed a talk last
week on ‘The Whetstone Mines of the
Blackdown Hills’ where miners tunnelled into
the steep hillsides to bring out sandstone
concretions which were fashioned into
sharpening stones such as you would use with
a scythe.

An extra meeting was fitted in by inviting the
developers of the Corah factory in Burley’s Way
to share their early plans for this iconic site in
the centre of our city. Stuart Warburton’s
article reflects the impressions of the audience
who felt too much was to be lost using these
initial plans.
For our Spring 2021 News Letter, we have
articles by Peter Ellis from the Victorian Society
on the Samuel Street Hydraulic Power Station
and Accumulator Tower; Mike Torrington
compares the Glenfield Tunnel and Tunel de
Cumbre in Mexico and Bill Pemberton updates
his study of tunnels in Leicestershire. Fred
Hartley voices concern for the fate of the
Sheepy Magna wheelwright’s workshop which
appears to be falling on hard times. With the
restoration and fitting out of the Great Central
Station, Leicester, we revisit research carried

Here’s hoping that we will soon be out and
about again for real.
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The Corah Factory - Our Built Heritage vs. the Developers
This would keep a tangible link with the heritage
but allow the site to take on a new life for future
generations, creating a site where the heritage
has acted as a catalyst to inspire the new
architecture, thus building a bridge between past
and future.

Stuart Warburton
There are plans to redevelop the Corah factory
site off Burleys Way which is a huge site largely
derelict but with an incredible built heritage
and place in Leicester’s industrial story. The
textile history in Leicester is of immense
importance, it was the key industry that made
Leicester one of the wealthiest towns in Europe
by the 1930's. The industry touched many
people’s lives until its wind-down during the
1970's and 80's. One of the major players
within the Leicester knitting story was Corah.
Although the buildings or site are not listed, it
is included in the City Council’s Local Heritage
Assets Register which identifies Corah’s factory
as a site of local historical and/or architectural
significance.

The developer in producing outline plans for the
site does not reflect the built heritage and
importance of the site to the history of Leicester,
or integrate the historic buildings into the new
build. The proposal is to retain the splendid
frontage of the 1865 building and two remaining
chimneys at the rear of the site, adjacent to the
Grand Union Canal. The proposal also looks at
creating a pedestrian walkway from Burleys Way
to Abbey Park and opening up the canal side. The
development will also recreate St. Margaret’s
Green, an open space that was created as a
‘green’ in 1865 at the front of the Head Office
building. Both these proposals are to be
welcomed, but the same cannot be said of the
proposals for the remaining buildings.

I do not want to delve into the history of
Corah’s; that can be found in numerous books
and websites, but I do want to stress that the
remains of its built heritage, i.e. the factory site,
are a tangible link with Leicester’s past and
future. The 1865 building is largely intact, but
forlorn, the 1937 – 1950 corner building, known
as the horseshoe building, that fronts onto
Burleys Way is a landmark building and in many
ways iconic with its now removed corner late
Art Deco statue, which I have been assured is
safe and awaiting a new home, hopefully the
new development?
Sadly, but to be expected, the vast majority of
the factory site has been lost over the years and
the way the site developed has in some way
clouded the history and beauty of the factory’s
development. All the 1860 – 1900 factory
buildings have gone, likewise much of the early
1900's buildings and some of the interwar
buildings, but what has survived is important;
the original 1865 frontage building, hidden
behind the 20�� century developments and
most of the Burleys Way landmark horseshoe
building.
With the redevelopment one would expect the
developer’s architects and planners to look at
the remaining buildings and like so many other
similar
factory
redevelopments
and
conversions in numerous northern and midland
towns create a plan that integrates the more
iconic buildings into the new build.

There is no doubt that in creating a visual modern
landscape in the centre of the town with old
derelict buildings some will need to be sacrificed.
However, the approach to environmental
conservation is to save buildings that are
architecturally worthy, easy to convert, and are
a landmark within the built environmental
heritage. The two key buildings in the
development; the 1865 building and the 1937 –
1950 horseshoe building lend themselves to
conversion as they are spacious factory buildings
that other developers around the country have
proven to be flexible and suitable for conversion
to flats/offices.
This development however sees the complete
destruction of the Burleys Way horseshoe
building, thus removing an iconic landmark
building and ‘facadism’ of the 1865 building. The
practice of facadism i.e. just keeping the front of
a building and building new behind, was a
principle largely abandoned in conservation and
development projects during the 1980's.
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The argument is that it would cost too much to
retain the whole of the 1865 building and the
horseshoe building does not lend itself to
conversion.
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No developer can ignore the economic
constraints of their development but if
facadism is acceptable for the 1865 building
then why not the 1937 – 50 horseshoe building
and retain a landmark within Leicester’s built
environment? The retention of the two factory
chimneys is frankly ridiculous and offers no
purpose to preserving the heritage of the site.

1) The whole of the 1865 building is retained.
2) The horseshoe building is largely retained or
at least the frontage is restored and retained
as an iconic landmark building in a prominent
location.
3) The Art Deco statue that stood on the corner
of the 1939/41 horseshoe building is returned
for display on the building or within the open
spaces or on one of the new builds.
4) A good set of architects drawings and photos
of the site as it stands that can be archived as
a resource to future researchers.
5) The redevelopment reflects the history of
Corah’s and the knitting industry. A small
unmanned heritage space is essential with
pictures, machines and information.

The overall proposed redevelopment is
tokenism to the heritage and other than the
frontage of the 1865 building, offers nothing to
the history of the site and town, representing
a key Leicester industry, and the link to the
1,000’s of people who worked in the factory.
Where does that leave LIHS? Do we support the
scheme or walk away grumbling? In my opinion
neither. We have been approached by the
developers planning agents for consultation
and to open a dialogue between third parties
is always desirable, but consultation must be
meaningful; we have all seen how consultation
can be ignored. We may have differing views to
the developer, but if they are serious about
consulting, then those views should be
investigated and adopted/adapted to suit the
finances and overall scheme. We should
however agree an approach that is beneficial
to everyone and I offer 6 principles of
consultation;

6) That the development should include quality
public art that uses the heritage as a theme and
potentially uses the chimneys as a backdrop;
there is no other reason for their retention.
The redevelopment is scheduled to begin in
2022, and it is clear that such a large town
centre site cannot remain derelict, and that a
city such as Leicester needs to adapt and
change. The skill is to integrate that change with
the heritage to get the best of both worlds.
There is time for LIHS to represent the industrial
heritage case in this, to date, poor
redevelopment.
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A Tale of Two Tunnels
Mike Torrington
The two tunnels in question are the Leicester and Swannington Railway’s, Glenfield Tunnel and the
Ferrocarril Noroeste de México’s, Túnel de Cumbre (Mexican Northwestern Railway’s, Summit Tunnel).
When the Glenfield Tunnel was built between 1830 and 1832, it was the first British tunnel exceeding
a mile in length to have a passenger service. Similarly, when Túnel de Cumbre entered passenger service
in 1912, it was the first Mexican tunnel to be more than one kilometre in length to have a passenger
●
●
●
●
●
●

Both tunnels were single track.
Both tunnels were straight.
Both tunnels had a short section with gradient.
Both tunnels are disused for rail traffic.
Both had accidents.
Leicester and Swannington and Ferrocarril
Noroeste de México were British companies.

CONCEPT
Years in use

GLENFIELD TUNNEL
1832 to 1966 – 134 years

Portals

Brick

Ventilation shafts
Lining

13
Brick throughout

Alcoves
Width

12 each side
Minimum: 9’ 7”*
Maximum: 10’ 8½”*
Minimum: 13’ 3¾”*
Maximum: 15’ 7¼”*
Official: 1 mile 36 yards
Measured: 1 mile 36 yards 2 feet
2 inches*

Height
Length

TÚNEL DE CUMBRE
1912 to 1963 – 51 (only 44 – see
later)
Masonry, with initials of
company and date on southern
portals keystone
0
Parts masonry, parts timber
supported and parts unlined
None
Official: 4.90 metres
(16’ 1”) **
Official: 6.60 metres
(21’ 8”)**
Official: 1,162.90 metres
Measured: 1,162.00 metres***

*These measurements were taken, 1971/1972, at each chain marker indicated on the wall after the
track had been removed, the surface was undulating and the measurements are used only to give
some idea to the tunnel’s dimensions.
**Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México. Divisiones de: Chihuahua, Sierra Tarahumara y Juárez. Horario
N°7. Viernes 1° de marzo de 1991. (Mexican Nacional Railways. Divisions; Chihuahua, Sierra
Tarahumara and Juárez. Timetable N°7. Friday 1st March, 1991). These measurements are minimum
as parts of the tunnel are much wider and higher.
*** Measured on July 7�� 2013
6
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A reported signed by Enrique O. Cárdenas, Head
of the Departamento de Cartografia y Dibujo
(Cartography and Drawing Department) and
dated 29�� December, 1910, informed that no
intermediate ventilation shaft was projected in
Túnel de Cumbre, which at 1,160 metres in
length, required one. (AGN 335-14-1)
Upon inspecting the construction of the tunnel,
when a total of 170 metres had been excavated,
a question was asked ‘Is a ventilation shaft
projected?’ The response was ‘No’. Excavation
was undertaken from both ends. (AGN 335-14-1)
When completed, the tunnel had various
sections that were masonry lined, others with
timber supports, and others unlined.

Túnel de Cumbre, north portal.
December 22ⁿ� 2013

Túnel de Cumbre keystone south portal
29�� March 2013

Túnel de Cumbre south portal.
March 29�� 2013
7
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During the construction of the line, the tunnels
were numbered from north to south, with
Túnel de Cumbre being N°6. This was changed
later on when the numbering was reversed,
which meant it might be N°4. The word might
is used as it finally became known as N°4A,
when two new tunnels were constructed
parallel to it – N°s 4 and 5 in 1962-1963, two
years after the line between Chihuahua and
Topolobampo was inaugurated.

Repairs to the tunnel included removing debris
from rock falls, replacing timber supports and
relevelling.

The Túnel de Cumbre as mentioned before was
in reality only in use for 44 years. It was out of
service just a couple of years after entering
service. On the 4�� February, 1914, it became a
victim of the Mexican Revolution which had
commenced in 1910, and was not reopened to
traffic until 1920.
Exactly what occurred upon that fateful day is
open to conjecture. According to official
documents, revolutionaries had set a goods
train on fire within the southern part of the
tunnel, its two locomotives – 745 and 755 had
been uncoupled and sent on their way without
a crew, and derailed and rolled down to a
stream 120’ – 150’ below. A passenger train
from the north entered the tunnel and crashed
into the burning goods train, which resulted in
the train and coaches being destroyed and all
on board carbonised. This resulted in nearly the
whole tunnel being destroyed.
In official documents, the blame for this
‘Disastre del Túnel de Cumbre’ was attributed
to revolutionary, Máximo Castillo, who always
claimed his innocence, which is highlighted in
Jesús Vargas Valdés’ book ‘Máximo Castillo y la
revolución en Chihuahua’.

Túnel de Cumbre masonry lining and unlined.
July 7�� 2013

Numerous alternative stories abound as to
what exactly happened, but none are based
upon facts. Women revolutionary soldiers were
cooking in the tunnel on the sleepers, which
caught fire and spread to the rest of the tunnel.
The key workers of the railway were Americans
and due to an error on their part, the two trains
collided in the tunnel and in order to hide this
error blamed the accident on the
revolutionaries.

Túnel de Cumbre timber supports.
March 26�� 2016
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The disaster happened on 4�� February, 1914; a letter dated 19�� December, 1920 indicated that the
tunnel had just come back into service – although apparently without permission of the authorities.
However, during this period of nearly 7 years trains still ran from Ciudad Juárez, the start of the line, to
Chihuahua at the end. The tunnel was bypassed during its reparation by constructing a switchback to
the west of the tunnel.

Above, the Túnel de Cumbre north portal and left, the south portal during repairs (AGN-335-50-1) (All
black and white images in this article are courtesy of Mexico's National Archives

Dennis Calow 1926-2020
Dennis Calow, architect, rambler, writer, photographer and lover of all things Leicestershire, passed
away peacefully on the 26th of December 2020, aged 94. He grew up in Leicester and qualified as a
Chartered Architect at the Leicester School of Architecture in 1949. His first post was with the Bristol
City Architect, where he designed, amongst other projects, the first building of the postwar shopping
area, planned to replace the bombed prewar equivalent. After two years he returned to the Leicester
City Architect’s Department, designing amongst others the Eyres Monsell Care Home, the former Emily
Fortey special school (now known as West Gate School following the merger with Piper Way in 2006)
at Western Park, and the Civil Defence Centre at Thurmaston. In 1955, in private practice, his work
included the restoration of The Crescent in King Street for which he received a Civic Trust award. Other
works included the Palace Theatre redevelopment, Gateway House of De Montfort University, and many
factories, warehouses, shop parades, and housing developments. Finally retiring in 1988, he found a
keen interest in Victorian buildings and wrote a detailed study of Leicester housing of the period, including
photographing demolitions from 1955 to 1975. These have since been included on the University of
Leicester website under the headings of ‘Home Sweet Home’ and ‘Vanished Leicester’
In 2005 he began a series of 115 scale drawings of lost Leicester buildings, including factories, schools,
chapels, pubs, shops, and railway stations, of which one is shown here. Copies of these drawings have
been donated to the Society’s archive.
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The Samuel Street Hydraulic Power Station and Tower
Peter Ellis

Former Hydraulic Power Station listed by Historic England as a building of special architectural or
historic interest. Following an application by the Leicester Group of the Victorian Society, Historic
England have recognised the importance of the former Hydraulic Power Station on Samuel Street by
granting it Grade II listed status. The building, dating from about 1874, supplied hydraulic power to
the extensive Midland Railway goods yards and warehouses which once covered the site now occupied
by the St George’s Retail Park. (Courtesy of LeicestershireLive October 2020)
Although some factories had steam mains which
could be tapped into at various points, steam
mains were hot, dangerous and prone to leakage
due to expansion and contraction. In addition,
steam engines could be difficult to control.

“The use of water is a curiously neglected
subject in the literature of engineering. As a
romantic or popular facet of engineering,
hydraulic power has never caught the public eye
like the steam engine, the locomotive or even
the internal combustion engine.” Ian McNeil,
Hydraulic Power, 1972

Hydraulic power provided an alternative, using
water at high pressure – usually 750 to 1,000
pounds per square inch (psi), whereas steam was
normally used at 150 to 200 psi. Ingenious
equipment was devised to enable hydraulic
power to be used for various applications
connected with lifting and hauling, and it was
capable of applying quite high forces. However,
storage of hydraulic power is a problem. Unlike
steam, water is not compressible and cannot be
stored in a pressure vessel. Even at high pressure,
any leakage from a closed vessel of water will
cause the pressure to drop to zero, which is not
the case with steam.

The Leicester Group of the Victorian Society
recently succeeded in obtaining Grade II listed
status for the former Midland Railway hydraulic
power station and accumulator tower on
Samuel Street. This article sets out to explain
the purpose of this distinctive building, most of
which has been an empty shell for many years.
Virtually every piece of equipment we own
today has one or more electric motors in it, but
in the 19th century motors were not available
and steam was the almost universal source of
power. Steam engines require boilers, which
need to be kept fired and tended if they are to
be available for instant use.
10

An additional difficulty was that the pumps
available at that time were ‘positive
displacement’ reciprocating pumps attached to
a steam engine as the primary power source.
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With a positive displacement pump, each stroke
of the pump ram pushes a fixed volume of water
into the system.
Where domestic water supply was concerned,
water engineers got over this problem by building
service reservoirs or water towers that stored
water at an adequate elevation above the
consumers, and the ‘static head’ of several feet
was enough to ensure adequate pressure at the
point of supply. The static head solution was
originally used where hydraulic power was
required, but the pressure that could be stored
was relatively low. The spectacular tower at
Grimsby Docks (1851), over 300 feet high, could
generate little more than 100 psi – less than the
normal steam pressure for engines.
In the same year that the Grimsby tower was
built, William Armstrong (1810-1900) - later Lord
Armstrong of Cragside and Bamburgh, invented
the ‘dead-weight accumulator’ which enabled
water to be stored at much higher pressures. The
accumulator consisted of a vertical hydraulic
cylinder with a ram protruding from the top of it.
The base of the cylinder had an inlet from the
pumping engine and an outlet which was
connected to pipework feeding the various points
of usage. The ram supported a large, usually
cylindrical, container, loaded with several tons of
pig iron, rocks, or other heavy material. When the
pumping engine forced water into the bottom end
of the cylinder, the weighted ram was lifted by
the pressure underneath it. When the ram
reached the top of its stroke, with the container
of heavy weights suspended many feet above
ground level, it tripped a valve, which shut off the
hydraulic supply from the pump to the
accumulator, thus effectively ‘stalling’ the engine.
The massive dead-weight then sat there,
supported on a cylinder full of water at pressure
that could be used for various applications. As
soon as water was used, the weight started to
descend, opening the supply valve and allowing
more water to be pumped in.
One advantage of the accumulator was that it
could cope with fluctuations in demand – the
volume of water stored (accumulated) under
pressure would probably take the pumping
engines several minutes to pump, but it could be
used much more quickly than that if required.
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Installations frequently had more than one
accumulator (there were two at Samuel Street,
indicated by the rectangular shape of the tower
plan), and this further increased the flexibility
of the system. Armstrong installed accumulators
at his works at Elswick on the Tyne that were
reported to be 24 inches diameter, and to have
a stroke (lift) of 40 feet. Working at 750 psi,
these would each have supported a dead weight
of 150 tons, 80 feet above ground level. The
tower at Samuel Street is about 50 feet high,
suggesting a stroke of about 20-25 feet.
Goods warehouses, such as those that formerly
stood in Leicester, were effectively ‘sorting
offices’ for all types of goods carried by rail.
Whilst some commodities, such as coal, were
carried in bulk in full wagonloads, many were
packed in boxes, barrels, crates or sacks, which
probably arrived by horse-drawn cart. (The
basement of the Leicester warehouse was
accessed via a road tunnel, the entrance to
which survives adjacent to the pump house on
William Street.) Goods had to be loaded in to
railway wagons for onward shipment, and the
same process was followed in reverse at their
destination station. Additionally, many goods
would have needed to be transshipped from the
wagons of one railway company to those of
another, possibly several times during the
course of their journey. Lifting equipment was
needed to move these items. Originally geared
hand winches were used, and these remained
in use in small warehouses for many years. The
larger, busier, warehouses needed some form
of powered lifting, and although steam was
sometimes used it did have its disadvantages in
this application.
Armstrong had invented a hydraulic crane in the
1840's, but its use was restricted by the limited
pressures available until his invention of the
accumulator in 1851. This revolutionised
mechanical handling, and mechanised
warehouses equipped with hydraulic hoists,
bollards and lifts were built in large numbers
mainly by the railway and dock companies. The
Midland Railway warehouse and hydraulic
installation on Samuel Street is thought to date
11 from about 1875-80.
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Theatres used hydraulic power to raise and lower
the heavy Safety Curtain (the ‘iron’), during each
performance, as required by law, as well as for
trap doors and other items of stage machinery.
The spread of electrical power distribution in the
early years of the 20�� century, along with the
availability and convenience of small powerful
electric motors, caused the rapid decline of
hydraulic power. By the 1920's it was all but
obsolete except for a few specialist applications,
leaving just the impressive towers in which the
massive accumulator weights once slowly and
silently rose and fell as reminders of a now
almost forgotten branch of technology.
A typical hydraulic warehouse crane, of the type
supplied by Armstrong. (From a photograph in The
Railway Goods Shed and Warehouse in England, J
Minnis & S Hickman, Historic England, 2016)

Many machines made use of another of
Armstrong’s inventions, the hydraulic ‘jigger’,
in which a hydraulic cylinder was fitted with
pulleys at each end, round which a chain or
rope would pass multiple times. As the cylinder
was extended by hydraulic pressure the
distance between the pulleys increased, pulling
the rope or chain which could be used for lifting
or hauling.
Hydraulic power was so successful that
companies were established in several cities,
including Hull, Liverpool, Manchester and
Glasgow to run high pressure hydraulic pipes
under the streets to supply customers who did
not have their own power station. The largest
of these was The London Hydraulic Power
Company which eventually had over 180 miles
of pipes in the capital. By 1907 they boasted of
supplying 20 million gallons of high pressure
water each week, powering over 6,000
machines of various types.
As well as the industrial applications for lifting
and hauling, high pressure water had many
other uses. The invention of hydraulic lifts
allowed offices, and some of the new
residential ‘mansion blocks’ to be built higher
than the previous limit of four or five storeys,
having an immediate effect on the architecture
of cities where there was a power supply 12
available.

Sketch of the Samuel Street Hydraulic Power
Station, showing the boiler house, engine house
with 80 horse power steam pumping engine and
the accumulator tower, with the longdemolished 120 foot high chimney
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A heavy-duty horizontal
hydraulic jigger, preserved,
without any explanation,
alongside a disused dock at
Westferry, Isle of Dogs. It is
likely that this operated the
dock gates into Millwall
docks

London Hydraulic Power Company advertisement, ca.1907, showing two alternative
designs for hydraulic passenger lifts: with the lift cage supported on a direct-acting cylinder
(left), and suspended on a rope actuated by a vertically mounted jigger (above).
13
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The Impact of a Railway on a Developed Urban Area - the Great Central in Leicester
An adaptation of an article in Bulletin 18 (1984) by Peter Neaverson to coincide with the
refurbishment of the former Great Central Railway Station and local area

The proposed route of the railway overlaid on
the 1888 urban environment
14
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The railway as it existed in 1904
15
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For Bulletin 7 (1984), Peter Neaverson
researched and wrote The Impact of a Railway
on a Developed Urban Area – the Great Central
in Leicester that looked in some detail at
upheaval caused by the introduction of the GCR
through Leicester. It may not have been as
dramatic as Charles Dickens seemed to indicate,
but nevertheless, Peter determined that ‘within
the limits of accuracy of the sources
approximately 460 dwellings, 53 shops with
living accommodation, 25 large workshops, 9
public houses and some 6 public buildings were
demolished. Taking the average number of
persons per house in the 1890 decade to be six
it will be seen that some 3,000 persons were
displaced from their homes’.
Houses were knocked down, streets broken through
and closed, deep pits and trenches dug in the
ground, enormous heaps of earth and clay thrown
up, buildings that were undermined and shaking
propped by great beams of wood. A chaos of carts
overthrown and jumbled together lay topsy turvy at
the bottom of a steep unnatural hill, and mounds of
ashes blocked up rights of way and wholly changed
the law and custom of the neighbourhood.
Dombey and Son, Charles Dickens (1849)

With the regeneration of the area around the
former Great Central Station and the
renovation of the station itself to make it an
integral part of Great Central Square, a £60
million regeneration scheme at the heart of
Leicester and the catalyst for the £200m of
wider development, provides us with an
opportunity to revisit the work by Peter - lest
we forget the upheaval caused by the
development of the GCR in this part of Leicester.
The GCR was the last major railway line to be
built, the brainchild of Sir Edward Watkin who
envisioned a railway line linking Manchester to
Paris, regardless of the cost and disruption that
his grandiose scheme might have on the urban
population standing in the way of his proposed
railway. The number of people affected by the
line through Leicester (by Peter’s estimate,
3000) pales into insignificance to those affected
by his building of the terminus at Marylebone, 16
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estimated by Christian Woolmer in his book,
Fire and Steam as upwards of 25000!
Peter consulted the reference books associated
with the deposited plans that helped in
establishing ownership of the properties
involved, but not the occupiers themselves.
Much of the properties had been built
speculatively for letting. Trade directories
enabled many of the occupants to be traced and
the Borough planning registers enabled the build
dates. The greatest impact upon property and
people was in the area through which the viaduct
passed over Northgate Street. Peter used the 25”
OS maps of 1884 onwards, reproduced as figures
5 and 5A as seen on pages 14 & 15. Figure 5
shows the proposed route en route from
Manchester to London as it entered Leicester
over Abbey Gate and the River Soar; Figure 5A
shows the actual route and the areas cleared to
make way for the railway.
For the purposes of this adaptation of Peter’s
original work, I have concentrated on the
disruption caused up to and including the area
bounded by the station itself.
In 1888 the inn and eleven cottages on Abbey
Gate north of a former Mission Hall had been
demolished, and a new Old Black Horse inn
erected for Welch Brothers, the Loseby Lane
brewers, together with two houses and a shop
at the corner of a new street, Harrison Street.
These four new properties were demolished
along with ten more newly built houses in
Harrison Street.
On the south side of Abbey Gate were the
woolen mills (the Abbeygate Mills) of William
Thompson and Sons. The viaduct crossed the
Soar near the private bridge linking the two
works of Thompson's. The railway company
bought the open- air swimming pool and a new
one was built near Walnut Street with indoor
facilities provided at Bath Lane in 1881, and at
Vestry Street in 1891.
Before crossing the Leicester Navigation, six
cottages belonging to Walter Bowmar, owner of
the adjacent bleach and dye works, were
demolished. South of the canal some forty court
cottages, built in the rear gardens and yards of
properties fronting Northgate Street, were also
cleared.
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These included six built in the yard of the York
and Castle inn which was also demolished. Four
shops with living accommodation built in the
1880's on the eastern side of Northgate Street
also vanished.

whilst on the west side of Jarvis Street, 13
cottages and a corner shop and a stable block
were also cleared. On the east side of Friars
Road twelve cottages, a shop and the
workshops of a builder were removed.

On the western side of Northgate Street, the
Fortunes of War inn, with a brewery to the rear
belonging to Ind Coope, along with some eight
shops fronting the street, were demolished.
These included a butcher's shop with
slaughterhouse to the rear. Some eight court
cottages in the rear yards, some small workshops
and two houses on Soar Lane were also cleared.
The houses belonged to Joseph Smedley and
John Billson who were both coal merchants on
the nearby Soar Lane wharf. The Nags Head inn,
renamed the Great Central Hotel in 1899, had
been kept by the Illston family for many years.
G.J. Illston was forced to move his business as
cab proprietor and carter to other premises.

In the area bounded by All Saints Road,
Charlotte Street and Alexander Street, 51
dwellings -some built as recent as 1876 - and
one shop were demolished. The maltings on
Charlotte Street had been cleared before 1892.
The Friars foundry premises erected for Samuel
Ride, later added to by Henry Sharman in 1878,
were occupied by a joiner and carpenter in 1892.
Between Alexander Street, Charlotte Street and
Ruding Street, a further 46 dwellings went,
those fronting the streets probably at least 70
years old, although some of the rear yard court
houses had only been built in the 1880's On
Alexander Street the former Methodist Chapel
was used subsequently by a currier and then a
joiner before its demolition. The workshops of
the Hopwell family, framesmiths in 1846 and
later classed as engineers and machinists, were
levelled. A workshop and slaughterhouse on
Charlotte Street and another workshop on
Ruding Street also went. The area bounded by
Ruding Street, Charlotte Street, Friars
Causeway and Blackfriars Street, was levelled,
involving 86 dwellings including several backto-backs. Five shops, the John Barleycorn and
the Queen – breweries in Ruding Street and
Blackfriars Street respectively. Three large
workshops and a warehouse were also
demolished. The workshops were employed in
hosiery and boot manufacture. Several
domestic yard workshops were also cleared in
this area. On the western side of Blackfriars
Street, changes had occurred since the 1888
survey. Five dwellings, and a factory with steam
engine and boiler house built in 1882 for Ford
and King, hosiery manufacturers, was
demolished. The factory was used in 1892 by a
currier and leather dresser.

The largest amount of clearance occurred within
the Soar Lane to Corah Street (Duns Lane) area
which included the station site itself. Until just
before 1800 the riverside area was open space,
including the Vauxhall Gardens. The potential
value of the site was realised following the
opening of the Leicester Navigation to
Loughborough and the Trent in 1794. Sales of
land began in 1797: wharves, warehouses and
factories were built along the east riverbank;
streets were laid out in the Friars area, later to
be lined with properties. The area bounded by
Soar Lane, Northgates, Friars Road, All Saints
Road and Jarvis Street was levelled. On Soar
Lane, eleven cottages and the Society of Friends
First Day School, erected in 1864, were
demolished. The area behind the school was the
Friends burial ground. On Northgates, six shops
and two cottages were cleared along with a
stable block and hayloft. The Corporation depot
on Jarvis Street had been built in the 1870’s to
operate the night soil bucket sewage disposal
system which the council had been forced to
introduce following the failure of Thomas
Wicksteed's Patent Solid Sewage Manufacturing
Company, established in 1855, to operate
satisfactorily.
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Further south on Talbot Lane six houses, built in
1880 by Samuel Harding the dyer of Bath Lane,
and the corner house and garden belonging to
Henry Day were cleared. The Mission Hall
seemed also to have been used by Mr Day as a
joiner’s shop, but this too, was cleared. The open
area with stables across to Bath Lane was used
by Samuel Harding as a fabric drying ground.
Finally, on Bath Lane at the West Bridge end,
there were three dyeworks belonging to J.W.
Bromley, Etienne Gonty and Samuel Harding. The
latter works were built in 1875 for Rusts the wool
spinners of the St Nicholas Square mills, and
these remained intact.

The foundry had been worked by R. & G. Clarke,
but by 1895 it was in use by Ashwell and Nesbitt
who also had the Victoria foundry on Sycamore
Lane. A boot and shoe factory, erected in 1870
by John Buckler, a leather dresser and merchant
and latterly occupied by Exton and Bridgewater,
boot manufacturers, was also demolished.
A tongue of land was also cleared along the line
of Sycamore Lane through to St Nicholas Street
allowing for a new approach road to the station.
Leicester Corporation made a financial
contribution for this work. Five houses on Friars
Causeway and some nine further dwellings
were cleared. The stables and yard of a horse
breaker and hack master, an almshouse and a
factory originally built for W. Sykes & Company,
cigar manufacturers (who moved to Fosse Road
North), were demolished. Between Blue Boar
Lane and St Nicholas Street, 15 dwellings, two
shops, a curriers workshop, a needlemaker's
workshop and an unoccupied former boot
factory were also demolished.

So, what happened to the displaced people and
businesses?
From 1853 onwards, those displaced by the
encroachment of the railways might have been
given meagre compensation as well as the
railway companies having to take notice of those
losing their homes. In reality, as most of the
houses were rented in this, one of the poorest
parts of Leicester, the occupiers received next to
nothing. In 1874, railway companies were
obliged to rehouse the poorest and it seems that
the GCR, to a large extent, met their obligations
by providing around 250 houses at their own cost
in the Newfoundpool area of Leicester. With
reference to those businesses that were forced
out by the coming of the GCR, Peter, with the aid
of directories made an attempt to trace the new
locations of the displaced traders and
manufacturers and presented his findings as an
appendix to his 1984 work. It is far from
comprehensive and by 1984, some 75 or
businesses or craftsmen that were affected by
the disruption had not been traced.

West of Sycamore Lane the whole of the south
side of Friars Causeway and a considerable
length of Jewry Wall Street were cleared. The
area behind was named Vauxhall Gardens and
the houses there were less than 15 years old.
The Baker's Arms inn - owned by Everard and
Welldon, the Southgate Street brewers - 48
dwellings including some back-to-backs, and
three shops were demolished. Thomas Smith
the landlord at the inn was probably the same
man who had a shop nearby and was also the
custodian of the Roman Tesselated pavement
that belonged to the Borough. He remained in
that capacity, living in Blackfriars Street where
an archway under the viaduct gave access to
the pavement preserved within the station site.
The whole length of the south side of Jewry
Wall Street and much of Talbot Lane were
cleared: 54 cottages, three shops, the Crispin's
Arms and Green Dragon inns and the works and
warehouse of James Vaughan, boot
manufacturer, built in 1875 on Talbot Lane
were included. On the western side of Talbot
Lane properties on the corners of Friars
Causeway and Orton Street, two cottages and
a shop were demolished.
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Unfortunately you cannot see this
scene today. This is how the
skewed bowstring bridge in
Northgate Street looked in 1980.
The only item which is the same
between then and now is the bowfronted shop near the centre of the
picture.

The
original
ornate
frontage of Leicester
Central Station with horsedrawn carriages waiting
for custom.
From a
postcard posted in 1910

Leicester Central station on
Great Central Square in
January 2020, after the
structure
had
been
refurbished, but before the
new interior had been fitted
out

All images and text courtesy
of Nigel Trout
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contd from page 9
Having visited the tunnel eight times between March, 2013 and April, 2019, I have not been able to
accept any of the postulations – official or unofficial - as to what really happened on that day more
than 100 years ago. Would the situation have been different if the tunnel had had a ventilation shaft?
Would the driver of the passenger train have detected the smell of smoke of the burning goods train
different to the smoke of a firing locomotives? Would he not have detected more smoke than usual
in the tunnel and thus have been more aware of the situation? Would he not have seen the flames of
the burning goods train? The company claimed damages for the three locomotives destroyed, but
miraculously all three were repaired and returned to service!

Switchback.AGN-335-92-2

Mike Torrington was born in Leicester in 1951 and on leaving Alderman Newton's, he studied at
Huddersfield Polytechnic and Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. His interested in tunnels
began in August 1966 when he saw a boat leaving the southern portal of Saddington Canal Tunnel.
From August 1969 to November 1980 spent all his free time and money visiting tunnels in the UK. He
went to México in 1981, initially on holiday, but never returned to live in the UK. After a hiatus of 24
years, due to raising a family, he began visiting railway tunnels in México, and is probably the leading
authority on this topic after walking, cycling and being driven through a vast majority of them. He has
had a number of photographic exhibitions of his work in different cities in México. Now retired after
teaching for 37 years, he spends his time between Cancún and México City.
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On Saturday 19�� April, 2014, Mike and a group of friends went in search of the switchback and
managed to locate the southern part of it – finding a number of metal pieces and a sleeper.

Artefacts found in the
surrounding area of Túnel
de Cumbre, including the
remains of a sleeper.
Below left with the
sleeper is the late Alberto
Godina in whose museum
the artefacts are kept

Credits:
The following link is to a map
(1:50,000), showing Túnel de Cumbre.
The map can be download without cost,
as maps from INEGI (the OS of Mexico)
are free.
https://www.inegi.org.mx/contenido/p
roductos/prod_serv/contenidos/espan
ol/bvinegi/productos/geografia/histori
a/1_50_000/702825631604.pdf
Material consulted with respect to
Túnel de Cumbre:
AGN = Archivo General de la Nación
(National Archives)
AGN
335-18-1
AGN
335-50-1
Máximo Castillo y la revolución en
Chihuahua. Jesús Vargas Valdés
expedicionespaquime.blogspot.com
INEGI
Official timestables
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Ullesthorpe Windmill
John Beddington
Some Members of LIHS will be aware of the
existence of the windmill tower that looms over
the village centre of Ullesthorpe, near
Lutterworth, but may not know that it has most
of its machinery inside, some interesting
outbuildings, and a relatively unusual history.
It was as a “subscription mill” by a syndicate of
local people who wanted to outwit the
established millers who were perceived as
profiteering during the Napoleonic Wars.
It fell out of use, like most village mills, by the
end of the nineteenth century and lost its sails.
Fortunately it was never dismantled and so
preserves much of the original wooden
machinery inside.
Well worth a visit, once we are able! See
Ullesthorpeullesthorpe.org › history › windmill
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A Leicestershire Wheelwright's Work in the
It remains to be seen what, if anything, can be
1870's - New light on the History of the
done in future to make Snibston’s historic
Sheepy Magna Workshop
buildings accessible to the public again, but as
the County’s premier organisation concerned
with industrial history, LIHS surely has an
interest here.

Fred Hartley
Most LIHS members will be familiar with the
Wheelwright’s Workshop from Sheepy Magna
which was dismantled from its original site and
rebuilt at Snibston Museum in 1992 in a textbook exercise in meticulous reconstruction.
Stuart Warburton, the Keeper of Science &
Industry at the time, had recognised its
importance and worked hard to make it all
happen. Many memorable “living history” events
were held here in the 1990s.

My purpose in this note is to draw attention to
another source of information about the
Sheepy Magna workshop. In 2005, my
colleague Mark Laurie was talking to his
neighbour in Toton, Nottinghamshire, and she
gave him some historic documents for
Leicestershire Museums. Remarkably, it turned
out that she was the niece of Ben Skelton
(1875-1962), and they included an account
book of the period 1870-1881, made by his
father William Skelton (ca.1840-1909) working
from the same Sheepy Magna workshop.

The oldest of the group of buildings, the joinery
shop, has the date “1742” in the brickwork, at
which time it was owned by a Mr Starkey or
Sankey. The first record of a wheelwright is of
William Prime in 1841. The last wheelwright, Mr
Dorrien Moody, wrote a memoir of his life and
work, from starting as an apprentice to Mr Ben
Skelton in 1947. This was published in 1999 by
the County Museums Service under the title
“Take it to Moody’s of Sheepy Magna”.

The account Book gives a great deal of
information about the work done at this village
wheelwrights. The wheelwright was the above
all, the man who could make or fix almost
anything in a traditional village, and Dorrien
Moody’s memoir of his life reveals that he was
still working in the same tradition. In an 1873
Directory no less than 224 wheelwrights are
listed in Leicestershire, suggesting that there
was quite a lot of competition for work.

As funding for the museum declined, it became
increasingly difficult to manage and supervise
public access to the site, especially the former
sawmill, with its covering of rusting corrugated
steel sheets. In the early 2000's the buildings
were part of my curatorial remit. We made some
repairs to the joinery shop, smithy, and cart shed,
but in general funding at the time covered little
more than the costs of occasional treatment with
wood preservative, and replacing broken window
panes.

William Skelton lists about 110 customers in
this 11 year period, across an area mostly
within a three-mile radius of Sheepy Magna.
They were in the villages of Atterton, Orton on
the Hill, Pinwall, Ratcliffe Culey, Sheepy Magna,
Sheepy Parva, Sibson, Twycross, Upton.
Wellesborough and Witherley in Leicestershire,
and in Baxterley, Dordon, Merevale and
Whittington in Warwickshire, plus one
customer in Burton on Trent.

Since the closure of the Discovery Museum in
2015, and demolition of the Exhibition Hall, the
Wheelwright’s Workshop buildings have been
fenced off and mothballed. The buildings, with
the rest of the colliery buildings and collections,
are still being actively curated and looked after
by the County Council Museums staff, but on my
last visit, in October 2019, the workshop
buildings inevitably looked increasingly
dilapidated.

The work described is mostly related to the
repair of carts, wagons and traps, but also
included doors for farm buildings, field gates,
and work on the machinery of local mills. Mr
Skelton also hired himself out as a contract
labourer at times.
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The making of coffin boards is also mentioned,
and this proved to be a steady source of income
for Mr Moody in later years.
As examples, for Mr Stafford, a farmer in
Ratcliffe Culey, William Skelton supplied a
swingletree, a new bottom for a cart, a
wheelbarrow, felloes and spokes, a cratch (1),
a churn, a new milking stool, and a pair of shafts
for a cart. He repaired a chair and a washing
machine, and also painted, lettered and put up
a sign board.
In Mr Stafford’s farmyard he made an oak
framed door and repaired a waggon and carts.
For Mr Joyce of Sheepy Magna (plumber,
shopkeeper and victualler, according to the
directories) he made a new pair of wheels and
a pump. For a Mr Bott he made a ladder and
“two rakes from old ones”. For a Mr Yeomans
he reshaped horseshoes and (plough) shares,
worked on a shed, made a “Sheep Trough and
Nails” a “Key to Mowing Machine”(2), a “Coffin
& Trimmings” a door lock and a new shaft for
a cart.
I passed the Account Book and accompanying
photographs on to the the County Record
Office, where it should be possible to see them.
I also made a copy for the museum collections,
which is filed in the Collections Centre at
Barrow on Soar. Anyone interested in seeing
them would probably be best to contact me in
the first instance.

An "hermaphrodite cart" (ca. 1930). It was with
the account book and the cart might have been
built in the workshop by Ben Skelton.
Configurable as either as a 2 wheel cart or a 4
wheel wagon.
(1) a cratch is a frame like a stretcher, with
handles on each end and four legs. It was used
by the butcher to carry a pig carcass.
24
(2) Probably a spanner

Map showing the distribution of William Skelton's
customers as mentioned in the account book. The
numbers indicate the number of customer, while
"W" indicates the location of other wheelwright's
workshops.

Since Fred’s last visit in 2019 there have been
many changes to the way Snibston Colliery Park
(its new name) is managed. Although
Leicestershire Museums are still present on the
site the management of the historic buildings,
which include Snibston Colliery (a Scheduled
Monument), the Coalville Signal Box and Sheepy
Magna Wheelwrights Workshop, are now
managed by the County Council Property
Department and Country Parks Department. The
highly professional museums team are still
responsible for the Sheepy Magna and mining
collection which are stored at Snibston.
Extract from article to appear in the Autumn 2021
News Letter by Stuart Warburton,Snibston
Heritage Trust - Ed.
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Leicestershire Railway Tunnels – Update

3 Barnstone tunnel

Bill Pemberton

This tunnel on the Great Central Railway was
missed off the list of tunnels just over the
Leicestershire border in neighbouring counties.
It is in Nottinghamshire, is 98 yards long and is
still in use by GCR(N) trains. It passes under the
A6006 about 3 miles East of Rempstone.

Further to my article about railway tunnels in
Leicestershire in a previous newsletter (Spring
2018), six further pieces of information have
come to light thanks to information provided by
LIHS members and further research.

4 Box /Primrose Hill tunnel

1 Belvoir Castle tunnel

This is an artificial tunnel on the two mile long
10¼” gauge Stapleford Park miniature railway
that runs through the grounds of Stapleford
Park, near Melton Mowbray. One portal has the
name of the tunnel as Box Tunnel, and the
other as Primrose Hill. The railway is normally
open to the public twice per year. See image
below
5, 6 Groby and Stoney Stanton quarries

There is a railway “tunnel” under Belvoir castle. A 4’
5” gauge private line was built to transport
coal from the Grantham canal to a cellar
under the castle, and traces of this line apparently still exists.

2 Dunton Bassett tunnel
This is really a bridge carrying the minor road
between Dunton Bassett and Gilmorton over the
Great Central Railway line. At this point the
former GCR track bed runs alongside the M1
Motorway. It is impossible to see the tunnel
portals or track bed from this road.

Mike Torrington & David Ramsey gave details
of two further tunnels on the Groby Quarry and
Stoney Stanton quarry railway lines in the
previous newsletter (Newsletter Volume 7 No
2 Autumn 2020).

Length: 92 yards.
Number of ventilation shafts: none.
Date opened/closed to railway traffic: 1899
/1969.
Railway: Great Central Railway.
.Location: South of Ashby Magna Station.
Grid reference of tunnel portals: SP552900SP552901.

Below, Great Central
Railway Director class 4-40 no 505 'Ypres' emerges
from the Primrose Hill
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Thomas Cook , the First Railway Excursion Revisited
On 5 July 1841 he chartered a special train from
the Midland Counties Company to convey those
who wished to travel from Leicester to attend a
temperance rally in Loughborough Park. By this,
he became the first individual to hire a train at
his own financial risk, sell railway tickets to the
public (the charge for the double journey was
one shilling), and personally accompany the
train to see to his passengers' comfort.

David Pearce
The lock down has, if nothing else, given me
the opportunity to catch up on my reading. In
Radical Leicester 1780-1850 by A. Temple
Patterson and published by University College
Leicester in 1954, I found the following that
may raise a few eyebrows, especially as we
were due to have a talk on the Thomas Cook
archives, recently deposited with the Record
Office in Wigston. The following is an extract
from the book from pages 266-268, Chapter
XIV, The Coming of the Railways:
The construction of the Midland Counties
Railway between Trent Junction and Leicester
opened on 5 May 1840 and it wasn’t long
before the introduction of the cheap
excursion. On 20 July 1840, only eleven weeks
after the line to Leicester had been opened, the
Nottingham Mechanics Institute chartered a
special train to enable its members to visit an
industrial exhibition which was being held by
the Leicester Institute in the New Hall in
Belvoir Street [today it forms part of Leicester
Adult Education College and is referred to as
Hansom Hall, after its architect]. A week later,
the members of this latter body returned the
compliment by visiting a similar exhibition in
Nottingham by the same means. Both
journeys were made, so far as individuals were
concerned, "at half the usual charges." A
similar excursion to the Leicester exhibition was
apparently run on the Leicester-Swannington
Railway in August. The success of these
encouraged the Midland Counties Railway to
conduct excursions on their own behalf, and on
August 10�� "the first excursion train ever run
by a railway company” travelled from
Leicester to Nottingham. Two others, from
Nottingham to view the Leicester exhibition,
and from Derby to Nottingham, were shortly
afterwards organised by the Company.' Thus
Thomas Cook was not, as has often been
stated, the promoter of the first excursion
train in Britain. Nevertheless, it was he who
first fully grasped the possibilities of this
system of pleasure travel, developed it, and
gave it its great social significance.

The Thomas Cook collection, recently deposited at
ROLLR, is made up of thousands of individual
items, including minute books and staff records,
posters, travel guides and timetables. It also
features 60,000 photographic images and
souvenirs from Thomas Cook’s 178-year history,
including glass and china, uniforms through the
ages and even a model of a Nile steamer. The
Thomas Cook collection will be thoroughly
catalogued by record office staff, before being
made available to the public.

Image and text courtesy of ROLLR - the Record
Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
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The Dale Abbey Furnace
Chris Tasker
Dear LIHS Members
Peter Hodson was the last Blast Furnace Manager at Stanton & Staveley from 1965 until the furnaces
were closed and demolished to 1974. I was a Technical Assistant under Peter, working on the furnaces
between 1960 and 1971. Both Peter and I kept many papers and information relating to the blast
furnaces and about 7 years ago we decided to write up a history of the Stanton Blast Furnaces. Our
starting point was a forerunner of the Stanton operations, the Dale Abbey Company, which although
evidence points to a small blast furnace being built and operated there in 1788, it only survived a little
more than 15 years but laid the foundations for one of the largest industries in the area. The builder
and owner of the original furnace was a Thomas English and was succeeded by an Alexander Raby
on becoming bankrupt. Raby, an experienced Iron Master, who operated the furnace for the next 11
years, also owned an Ironworks at Llanelli in Wales and had business interests at Ditton in Kent.
Business commitments meant that he was not always at Dale Abbey and he appears to have left his
brother-in-law, a Thomas Hill Cox, to manage the furnace.
Raby was asked to analyse the ironstone found on the estate of Sir Francis Rawdon Hastings, the
second Earl of Moira, as being suitable for smelting in an attempt to exploit the mineral wealth of his
estate. Meanwhile, the Dale Abbey ironworks was struggling economically and closed ca. 1803, giving
the Earl of Moira the opportunity to employ Cox to design and build a blast furnace at Moira.
Peter and I visited Moira in the summer of 2018, studying the furnace from our combined experiences.
Copies of our observations and comments were then sent to both David Lyne and Prof Marilyn Palmer
in 2019, and a further copy was lodged with the Moira Furnace Museum.
And now the conundrum. Peter and I have also studied the blast furnaces employed by the nearby
Butterley Company and came across a bill headed by an image of a blast furnace that had an uncanny
resemblance to that of the furnace at Moira. The significance of the date on the bill raised an
interesting question in that as the Butterley furnace was built in 1791, 13 years before Moira, the
Moira furnace appears to be a copy of the Butterley furnace. Cox would of course be aware of the
Butterley furnace, but his knowledge of blast furnaces was most likely acquired from Raby and Dale
Abbey. This raised a further question in our minds - was the Butterley furnace also modelled on Dale
Abbey furnace?
Any help would be appreciated!
Chris Tasker
(all replies please to the Newsletter Editor)
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There’s more to read on our
Facebook page.
Go to www.lihs.org.uk and
follow the link!
HELP! I am always on the lookout for ideas and
articles that can be included in our Newsletter.
Please send me your ideas, suggestions and any
material that you think, could form the basis of
an article that would appeal to fellow Members
- Ed

